I. INTRODUCTION
Projections for 2015 and 2016 assume that the new government's reform momentum can survive, and the government to follow up the momentum by policies to accelerate infrastructure development, improving the investment climate, lower logistics costs, and encourage the uptake of the budget. On this basis, the growth of gross domestic product (GDP) 1 is expected to improve to 5.5% this year and 6.0% in 2016.
2 * Faculty of Law, Maranatha Christian University, Bandung, Indonesia. Email address: Daniel.hendrawan@rocketmail.com 1 Menurut https://id.wikipedia.org/ produk domestik bruto (PDB) adalah nilai pasar semua barang dan jasa yang diproduksi oleh suatu negara pada periode tertentu. PDB merupakan salah satu metode untuk menghitung pendapatan nasional. 2 http://www.adb.org/id/indonesia/economy diakses 5 Agustus 2015
Indonesia's economy as measured by the amount of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) at current prices the first quarter of 2015 to reach Rp2.724,7 trillion and at constant prices of 2010 reached Rp2.157,5 trillion. Indonesian economy first quarter of 2015 to the first quarter of 2014 grew 4.71 percent (y-on-y) slowed down compared to the same period in 2014 by 5.14 percent. In terms of production, the highest growth by Business Sector Information and Communications by 10.53 percent. Components of the Expenditures by Household Consumption Expenditure which grew 5.01 percent.
Indonesian economy first quarter of 2015 against the previous quarter fell by 0.18 percent (q-to-q) . From the production side, growth is characterized by seasonal factors in the Industrial Agriculture, Forestry, and Fisheries, which grew 14.63 percent. In terms of spending more due to the investment performance (minus 4.72 percent) and exports (minus 5.98 percent).
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This increased revenue is not far away is the role of economic activity that is very good in 2015, although economic activity slowed taken into account but economic activity remains said to be good because it is still positive economic growth figures. Economic activities one of which is the presence of capital investment. Indonesia has also a variety of natural resources also serve as a lure to be investment in Indonesia. Capital investment is divided into two, namely investment in domestic and foreign investment. Foreign investment has enormous appeal.
Head of the Investment Coordinating Board (BKPM) Sibarani Franky said, Indonesia has appeal and charm in the eyes of foreign investors despite the economic growth of only 4.7% in the first quarter / 2015. He said that, in the eyes of foreign investors are now seen to have great potential when the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC) was adopted because it supported a large population. Potential residents of Indonesia, he explained, for investors it is interesting to employment when they invest in Indonesia. In addition, Frank added, the country is also bidding to become the industrial base ASEAN market share of 40% and 60% of the nine other countries. While in terms of politics and security, according to him, Indonesia could be said to be stable Jurnal Hukum Internasional compared to other countries plus a large market share.
4
Foreign investment can provide substantial profits to the national economy, for example: creating jobs for the residents of the host so as to improve the income and living standards, creating opportunities in collaboration with local companies so that they can share the benefits, increase exports thus increasing foreign exchange reserves and produce transfer of technology.
5
It is interesting to study, because the wisdom of foreign capital is to increase the potential for export and import substitution, so that occurs the transfer of technology and knowledge transfer that can accelerate the pace of Indonesia's development, creating jobs and employment, can create demand for domestic products as raw materials, can increase the state income tax sector, can increase capital accumulation, giving birth to new experts, improving the quality of human resources and increase knowledge and open access to global markets. Seen from this perspective it appears that the presence of foreign investors is quite a role in the economic development of a country. must prepare a variety of means to attract investors. As is known, in the seventies, motivated foreign investors to invest in various areas is to obtain natural resources and produce from a cheaper location. However, in the era of the eighties, motivation relocation becomes more important. This is because, due to the higher production costs. More important is the transnational corporations have globalized, so they started creating a network of production between different locations based on natural resources and labor as well as technological capabilities, production processes that can be shared between locations different. Production network is formed, generally the final product is exported to other countries. The pattern has created a link between trade and investment in the various regions and the demands of the integration process that is driven by market demands. National law in order to always be able to adjust the development of the situation, then he should open up, receive elements from outside that can facilitate national development that is being done by this nation. Thus, if you want to compete with other countries in the capture potential investors, the provisions relating to investment should be adapted to the present conditions. As noted by the research team of National Legal Development Agency : With the enactment of the new legislation is expected to provide legal certainty (legal certainty) to attract more foreign capital. In addition, factors opportunity economy (economic benefits) and political stability (political stability) is also crucial in bringing foreign capital into the country.
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In macro-economic literature, foreign investment can be done in the form, ie portfolio investment and direct investment or foreign direct investment (FDI). Portfolio investment is done through capital market instruments securities such as stocks and bonds, while direct investment, known as foreign investment (PMA) is a form of investment by building, buying or acquiring company's total.
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The entry of foreign companies in investment activity in Indonesia is intended as a complement to fill the business sectors and industries that have not been fully implemented by the national private sector, both for reasons of technology, management, and capital reasons. Foreign capital is also expected to directly or indirectly can be more stimulating and exciting business climate or life, and can be used as an attempt to penetrate the international marketing network through the network they have. Furthermore, direct foreign investment is expected to accelerate Investment types distinguished by direct investment and portfolio investment. Foreign direct investment is usually considered another form of transfer of capital carried out by the company of people in a country in economic activity of other countries that involve some form of participation in the field of venture capital they invest. Direct investment means the company from an investor country de facto and de jure supervise the asset are grown in the state capital by investing storage.
14 Compared with portfolio investment, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) has advantages such as more permanent (long-term), much to contribute to the transfer of technology, transfer of management skills, create new jobs. Employment is very important for developing countries given the limited ability of the government to the provision of employment, while in the investment portfolio, the funds go to the company that issued the securities (issuer), not necessarily create new jobs.
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According Nindyo Pramono that direct investment investor management control, is usually carried out by transnational corporations and the long period of time because it involves goods. Direct investment capital is more interested in the big and the market growth rate, labor and production costs as well as infrastructure. While on the investment portfolio, the investor only provide financial capital and is not involved in management. Investors are institutional investors, short-term and easily liquidated by selling shares purchased. 
III. ARBITRATION AND JUSTICE DENIAL ON FOREIGN DI-. ARBITRATION AND JUSTICE DENIAL ON FOREIGN DI-RECT INVESTMENT
Access to justice is «the right of every person to have a forum in which to assert the right that she considers to be assisted and to obtain the satisfaction of it». We can then clearly distinguish the two major components of the notion: the right of access to the courts and the right to a fair and equitable procedure. 17 In the matter of foreign investment, the denial of justice must then be understood as «any failure of the State concerning its duty to organize and to exercise the judicial function, in order to ensure [foreign investors] minimal judicial protection» 18 The fairness inherent to courts and the fair and equitable procedure, to which every person is entitled to, become worthless if the possibility of access to those courts is not guaranteed 19 The first example is the case that confronted the Iranian society NIOC with Israel. When a dispute arose between them, the State of Israel refused to choose an arbitrator to hear the case (situation not covered by the arbitration clause), thereby preventing the investor the possibility to access arbitral justice. In addition, to make it worse for the investor, we must remember that after the Manbar 20 case, NIOC society was in total inability to access any type of jurisdiction, Iranian, Israeli and even international
21
Next case,In accordance with the investment contract, Saipem filed a petition for arbitration before the ICC. The state-owned Petrobangla opposed it before the domestic courts of Bangladesh, arguing that the ICC had no jurisdiction in this matter. The legal basis would be in Although the case brought before the ICSID is mainly about the expropriation of the investment, what is really interesting for our analysis, is the court's conclusion concerning the obstacles Bangladesh came up with to prevent Saipem from accessing the arbitral justice. The reasoning was developed based on the notion of abuse of rights. In this regard, the tribunal recognized that the authority of an arbitrator can be challenged in absence or misapplication of the law; however, none of these circumstances took place. According to the tribunal, to arbitrarily prevent the investor's access to a court, through the misuse of States judicial control power is contrary to the internationally accepted principle that prohibits the abuse of rights 24 .
The culpa lata or gross negligence, however, might make us hesitate, given that it involves extremely careless actions or omissions, which are almost always equivalent to the fraud: Culpa lata dolo aequiparatur. In this regard, it seems impossible to us that in a procedure, all the domestic instances would make mistakes of this magnitude without a prior agreement, in order to harm the party. Thus, only the fraud can be considered as a source of denial of justice. Investment activity is always associated with the likelihood of risks that can result in a reduction or even loss of capital value. Therefore, before making investment need to consider several factors to minimize the loss as follows: 26 1. The political and economic system of the country concerned; 2. The attitude of the people and the goverment against foreigners and foreign capital; 3. Political stability, economic and financial; 4. The number and the purchasing power of the population as potential customers; 5. The existence of raw materials and supporting materials; 6. The existence of cheap labor; 7. Land for business premises; 8. The structure of taxation, customs and excise; 9. Legislation and legal support for the creation of business assurance justice denial
Justice as part of a denial of justice desired by foreign investors in Indonesia sometimes be difficult to obtain. This result again that the lack of confidence in the ability of the court to give a ruling so that an investor or investors wanting to come to arbitration in order to obtain results that better reflect fairness. Zephaniah B.P. Naidoo, proposed a simple definition as the emergence of state responsibility in international law if the country does not meet certain standards in carrying out justice against foreigners. In essence, the denial of justice is a concept of protection for investors, which is based on three elements, namely foreigners, the state responsibility under international law, and how unfair in holding the judiciary. Investors have invested large amounts of money at risk is not small, so that he felt the need to protect themselves. During this time, which is used diplomatic protection. But over time was used because investors can directly resolve the dispute with the country in which the investment. Denial of justice is considered important and central concept in international minimum standards. The concept of denial of justice increasingly widespread and growing, both in the forum and resource handling. Forum increasingly diverse investment dispute settlement, regulation of these concepts are also increasingly being used. The things that cause justice denial above causes a lot of foreign investment due to run at arbitration considered more representative of justice. In Article 4 paragraph (2) of Law No. 4 of 2004 on Judicial Power explained that "Justice is done with a simple, fast and low cost." According to M. Yahya Harahap, experiences and observations have proved, settlement of disputes through the courts is relatively slow because 28 :
1. formality, 2. open appeals, appeals and reconsideration so that the course of the settlement process, can be tortuous and takes a very long time. Can say years, even decades, 3. not to mention the emergence of various interventions or resistance from third parties (derden verzet), led to the completion of increasingly complex and lengthy. Therefore, the parties prefer to use the judicial settlement of disputes outside the public / non-litigation to resolve his case, either by way of mediation, negotiation, conciliation or arbitration. This non-litigation paradigm in achieving justice prefers a consensus approach and tried to reconcile the interests of the parties to the dispute and aims to get the dispute settlement towards a win-win solution. In addition, there are still some advantages chosen arbitration as an alternative dispute resolution, namely business 30 :
1. he parties may choose arbitrators who he believes have the knowledge, experience and adequate background on the issues in dispute and fair. 2. he parties may determine the choice of law to resolve the problem, process, and venue for the arbitration.
In foreign investment, it is likely there is a dispute or a dispute between the foreign investor with national. Dispute parties or the dispute should get settlement. The dispute settlement according to Richard L.Abel are "public statements regarding the demands that are incompatible (inconsistent claim) against something valuable ".
31 To anticipate the occurrence of a dispute between national parties with foreign parties in the field of capital invenstment, the Indonesian Government has ratified the International Convention on the Settlement of Dispute (ICSID) through Law No. 5 of 1968 concerning the settlement of disputes between states and foreign nationals regarding investments.
32
CSID Convention recognizes the right of individuals to be parties before the arbitration ICSID. But only to disputes in the field of investment and the state of the individual concerned has been a member of the ICSID Convention (Washington Convention 1965 and Alternative Dispute settlement arbitration interpreted as a way of solving civil disputes outside the courts of general jurisdiction based on the arbitration agreement made in writing by the parties to the dispute. Where the decision of this arbitration dispute cannot be tried again in court.
In Article 32 of Law No. 25 of 2007 on Investment stated regarding the settlement of disputes in the field of investment. In the article it is stated that the settlement of disputes in capital investment are:
1. the event of a dispute in the field of investment between the Government and investors, the parties must first resolve the dispute through consultation and consensus. 2. In the event of dispute settlement is not reached, the dispute resolution can be made through arbitration or alternative dispute resolution or a court in accordance with the provisions of the legislation. 3. In the event of a dispute in the field of investment between the Government and domestic investors, the parties can resolve the dispute through arbitration by agreement of the parties, and if the settlement of disputes through arbitration is not agreed upon, the settlement of the dispute will be conducted in court. 4. In the event of a dispute in the field of investment between the Government and foreign investors, the parties will resolve the dispute through international arbitration that must be agreed upon by the parties.
In addition to ICSID Arbitration, Arbitration ICC (International Chamber of Commerce) also may be an option. Indonesia itself has ratified the New York Convention on the Recognition and enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Award of 1958. Meanwhile, the settlement through BANI (Indonesian National Board of Arbitration) may also be done. In order to resolve the dispute through arbitration, the parties usually formulate the arbitration clause in the agreement which they are made, whether in the form pactum de compromitendo or in the form of a deed of compromise.
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The legal consequences of denial of justice is a state should be responsible for either restitution or compensation. Restitution (returns 34 Dhaniswara K. Hardjono, op cit, p.270 to its original state) is not considered sufficient, so that the country is still burdened compensation. The amount of compensation to be paid has long been problematic because of the debate, for example, about the suitability of the compensation given to replace the loss of business reputation, non-material losses, indirect losses or loss of earnings potential in the future.
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IV. CONCLUSION
Access to justice is one of the most important human rights that a person can have. This is why it is recognized as a fundamental right and therefore constitutionally protected in almost every domestic legal system, and in international law 36 However, the obligations not only burden on public servants, but on everyone who presents itself before them asking to exercise their authority. In this sense, the investor is forced to accept decisions legitimately taken by these authorities, and if he considers that his right to access justice has been maliciously hindered, bad faith must be duly proven. Otherwise, the arbitral justice would end up being used as a «third instance» by investors, in order to obtain a review of the facts, every time they would obtain an unfavourable decision from domestic courts 37 .
The justice denial make the foreign direct investment moves slower. The investor choose a private arbitraion that the national court. The goverment shoul take action on the justice denial occur in the court.
